Our Swine Song

About this time of year, the occurance of the most popular college paper contains the swine's song — a kind at well written episode, as it were, and a little in the nature of a requiem.

We've — the editorial we, of course — are only one of such — enjoyed the year and half of school, to use the secretary's water meter.

We've enjoyed the whole experience. For the most part it has been pleasant.

Handpicked in various ways, primarily through lack of finances to carry on the work, and the added choice which was made when the paper was dropped.

The Argonaut has been a shining example of the best that college journalism can do.

For its purpose, we have passed it to the future. We hope to please as many of the students as much of the time as possible.

New names will be seen; and we are sure that the future will see the best of them.

Our Swine Song is the best of our college papers.

We give our thanks to the Editor in times of our need.

The Argonaut will go forward evergladly.
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Television Tourney Terminates
Close Intramural Program

The completion of the tourney tonight will bring to a close a new era in college television at Idaho State College. When Lee Calhoun came to the position of TV manager and Lamont Blackwell came to the position of general manager, the student television program was given new life with the help of the TV committee. Under their leadership it became a reality. The program was highly successful, and the students who worked on it are to be congratulated for their efforts.

The IDAHO TRAK TEAM HAS OUTSTANDING RECORD FOR YEAR

Makes Good Showing in Idaho's Three Meet Stakes

The record of the Idaho track team shows it to be the outstanding, but not from the standpoint of numbers won, but by virtue of the remarkable showing it has made in the past year. The Idaho team was made up of a group of men from the state who had never run in a track meet. In the past 12 months, the Idaho team has scored 140 points, which is a record for the Idaho state meet. This score was made up of 13 meets, and the team has been in the top four in every meet.

BASEBALL LOSES ONLY ONE HURDER

Team of Veterans Will Be on Deck Next Year

Jacques Graduates

He loses only one man from the team, but the team is strong enough to take the place of Jacques. The team is composed of experienced men, and is sure to do well next year.

TEAM BACK FROM NORTHWEST MEET

Track Squad Gathered Eight Points Finishing Fifth

Coach City Optimists: Is team of seven men return from Northwest meet. Ridiculous finisher; Richardson, Jones, and Foster for La.

At a time when the teams of the Northwest meet were finishing, the Idaho team was finishing in the top five. The team scored 20 points, which is a good showing for a team that was not expected to do well.

Good-By—Good Luck

May your summer be as pleasant as our relations with you have been.

Soon our buyers will be combing the market for the fall. Things are ready, we can assure you of that for fall—Lower Prices—More Style.

DAVIDS

MOSKOW'S OWN STORE

Advertise the U. of Idaho by buying Idaho stickery. Stick 'em on the trucks and bagpipes go home.

SHERFEY'S

NOTICE

All Free Tobacco, Supernova, Team Captain! Student subscriptions given to those who win in softball games.

Hodgins Drug Store E.

Pick 'em Good

Tie for 3rd Place

Pittsburgh and Charleston tie for 3rd Place

The final game of the year was played on the 1st of March, between the Pittsburgh and Charleston teams. The game was played in front of a capacity crowd, and was won by Pittsburgh, 4-3.

The Pittsburgh team was led by Captain Jack Smith, who scored four runs. The Charleston team was led by Captain Sam Johnson, who scored three runs.
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